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Less Tech, More Training 

Theme 

We are mesmerized by technology to the point of ignoring its fundamental economic rule:  

As any productive technology matures, the size of the benefit from changes in the technology decline 
while the value from investments in training people, improving processes, and distributing procedures 
increases. 

I.   There are three discrete stages in the life of a technology


Birth — the introduction of the idea in tangible form – graphic 
Flowering of uses — high growth in usage and acceptance; new uses developed 
Standardization — complete and widespread acceptance of the highest and best uses 

Examples: 
Bow and arrow — individual tool, tribal tool, army tool — graphics 
Airplane — individual toy, mail delivery, modern airline — graphics, video 
iPhone — introduction (Jobs’ “3 in 1”), revolutionary cell phone, multi-PDA — graphics 

II.   It’s not the existence of technology, but its use that drives productivity


People, processes and procedures drive use for 

Defense — Stay in business by eliminating errors (single graphic) 
Offense — Create opportunity by speeding processes >70% (single graphic) 

III.  The conflict between goal and effort:  We continue to invest larger amounts in smaller 
improvements


Example of over-investment: dollar and attention costs versus limited benefit 
		  
		 Why, exactly do we 

Upgrade Word 2010 to 
Word 2013 to 
Word 2016 

		 Where’s the corresponding benefit? 
		 Consider semi-useless purchases to be “small ball” answers 
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IV.   We too-often buy the sparkly bangle while completely ignoring people/processes/
procedures


	 Processes: How we use technology for the best result 
	 Procedures: Distribute the processes as they are proven 
	 People: Use and improve procedures to polish productivity 

Recommendations


Defer buying another semi-useless upgrade or new technology 

Instead, invest a similar amount in people, with similar expectations for payback,  
		 improve productivity 10% or more per year 

Online tools make training more efficient, affordable, and accessible 
People who are interested in improving are the very best people 
	 Weed out those who are not interested 

Ask your people to develop best practices processes, systematize improvement 
Disseminate the processes as formal procedures, institutionalize improvement 

Close  

Video exemplar of procedure video as a view of the future. 

Competition will require revolutionary changes in the way the legal sector does business, everything 
from the dominant business model, to customer relations, to measures of productivity and success will 
need to change dramatically.  

But in the meantime, day-to-day success will be measured by progress in people, processes, and 
procedures, not by the gadgets purchased. 
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